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Abstract - Recently proposed and studied new concepts of 
relevance to the phencmena of aggregation and self-coiling 
are reviewed Ideas and studies on ESAg ( electrostatically 
stabilized aggregate 1 and deAgr ( deaggregator ) are des- 
cr ibed Measurement of coaggregat ing tendencies of the 
culprits of arteriosclerosis has led to the discovery of a 
ne ighbor ing-moie ty-ass is ted chain- f oldabi 1 i ty effect. 

In response to hydrophobic-lipophilic interactions ( HLI 1 ,  neutral 
organic molecules which possess at least one hydrocarbon chain with more 
than seven or eight carbons tend to form simple aggregates ( Ag' s 1 or co- 
aggregates ( CaAg's 1 in solvents with "solvent aggregating power ( w 1 w 

( 1 1, If this HLI-driven force for aggregate formation ( together with 
Nature' s other forces ) *re nonexistent, life would never have appeared in 
our universe. 

If we call the above-mentioned neutral organic molecules aggregators 
(Agr' s) ', then we may say that in general aggregation occurs in the aggre- 
gator-concentration ( [Agrl 1 domain of 10-7-10-6 A4 Higher concentrations 
most likely will result In the phase separation of the uncharged Agr from 
the solvent, unless the solution becanes supersaturated The p h e n m n a  of 
aggregation brought about by HLI have been studied mostly in aqueous or 
aquiorgano solvents, The volume fraction of the organic component of an 
aquiorgano mixture is represented by the symbol cp, Naturally, for any 
particular binary aquiorgano system, its SAgP increases with its decreasing 
cp values. In non-supersaturated solut ions, the average aggregate number 
( N ) of simple Ag' s or CoAg's is probably rather small, perhaps smaller 
than 6-16 ( 1 , 2  1, Thus Ag' s are both smaller and structurally simpler 
than typical micelles made up of ionic surfactants ( 1, 3 1. It has been 
very recently found ( 2a 1, that in the region of increasing degree of 
aggregation, it is mainly the average aggregate number ( N and not the 
number of aggregates, that is increasing in parallel with the aggregator 
concen tr a t ion, 

In solvents with SAgP, flexible hydrocarbon chain0 with more than 
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about trrelve QL’r tend to fold on itrelf like a hairpin ( 1,4 1.  Thir 
phenanencm ir usually dercribed a8 relf-coiling or hairpin looping. It ir 
a100 a phenamenon of profound rignificance in chamirtry and posribly alro 
in othur discipliner related to the anderetanding of life and health 
( 6,6,7 ) ,  Recently, we have found that higher temperaturee will reduce the 
aggregating tendency of Agr’ r ( 6b 1.  It is particular 1y notarthy that 
Tung har recently dumnrtrated that lipophobicity can also bring about 
aggtegation and relf-coiling of hydrophilic chainr made up of abate unitr 
( 8 1. Recently, both the concept8 of &I-driven aggregation and of self- 
coiling have been ruccessfully applied to rynthetic chemirtry, photochm- 
irtry ( 6d, 9,lO ) and other dirciplineo, e. g., C a d s  rtudier of LB film6 of 
porphyr in-viologen-carbasole triad canpounds and electron danor-acceptor 
canpoundr ( 11 ) ,  Tho prerent article will briefly review rune new conceptr 
as mll 80 erperim6ntal rerulte of relevance to these conceptr obtained in 
our lab since 1988 (11, 

S t r u c t u r e  and Medium E f f e c t e s  

A general dircursion of ’ conventional ’ rtructuro and medium effect6 
on aggregating and coiling tendencier har been given in an Account article 
( 1 ). &re, m would like to emphasize that, for practical rearona, we are 
only talking about HtI-driven procerrer. In other worh, e. g. , aggregation 
or prearrociation of two ot more pyrene moleenlor in a dilute ( [pyrenel > 
6 X lo-= Y 1 hydrocarbon solvent ( 12 1 rill not be included in either our 
dircurrion or our canrideration. The word aggregation in this paper ahaylr 
referr to the HLI-driven procerr of 0hph Ag ( and Collg) formation, 
unlerr otherwire rpecified, ar in the dircusrion of EsAg formation (vide 
intra) , 

The first 8 h p h  conventional wirdan on this topic might be, The 
greater the hydrophobicity ( or lipophilicity ) of that particular molecule, 
ar evaluated by the Rekker’ II C f value ( I$ 1, the greater will be itr ag- 
gregating tendency. On the barir of thir crude generalization, ue would 
expect, ~ , g , ~  that moleculer with longer chainr and lerr number of OH 
groupr will have a higher aggregating (and coiling3 tendency. Thir article, 
however, will not bell on experimental obrervationr expected from the 
aforesaid C Q ~ M Q  knowledge, but rill briefly deecribe how we speculated and 
ertabilirhed that there are other more subtle and intereating rtructural 
of fec to. 

1. Do flat moleculer need a ride-chain ? 

We rpeculated that at very low concentrat ionr, flat molecules without 
a ride chain might not readily undergo aggregation ( 14 ), Thir proporition 
har been mpported by the fact that pyrene moleculer do not form excimere 
even in euperraturated eolutionr ( [pyrenel = 8 to 6 X 10” M ) with rela- 
tively high &A@, i. el, cp = 0,16 EMH-HsO and cp = 0.20 Me(1H-HSO mixturer, 
wherear addition of y-cyclodextrin ( CD ) will imnsdiately bring about the 
formation of excimerr as a consequence of 1 : 2 host/guert complex form- 
at ion. Simi lar ly, anthracene-N, N-diethylmi 1 ine ( DE3 ) or naphthalene-DEA 
will not form exciplexer in cp - 0.16 E M H - W  while y - 0  will mtke them 
do 80, ( 14 ) 

2. The expected ’ linked-up effect *. 
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If equal-length chaine are canpared, we expect each of the two or 
three linked-up chains to have a greater tendency toward coaggregation than 
each of the two or three free chains. In other words, if we canpare the 
carboxylic esters, with chain length n, of ethanol ( Et-n 1, glycol 0 
and glycerol ( TO-n 1 at the molar concentration ratio of 3 : 3/2 : 1 in 
the dioxane UYO -bO mixture, then we should observe an increasing coaggre- 
gating tendency order of Et-n ', EGn ( TG-n. This expectation had been 
verified by sets of experimental data, e, g., the order of Et-12 < Et-16 < 
EG-12 < TG-12 ( CP = 0.46 ) ,  but a surprising violation of the order was 
observed, i, e. , TG-12 ( E - 1 2  ( cp = 0, 30 ) !  At the same time, another vio- 
lation ( of the conventional wisdom on chain-length effect ) was also found, 
i,e,, TG-12 < TG-8 ( CP = 0. 30 ) and m-18 < To-12 ( cp = 0,46 ) .  These 
unexpected observations led to the discovery of the neighbor ing-moiety- 
assisted chain-foldability effect " ( vide infra 1 ( 6 ) .  

3, The g e m t r y  or shape factor, 

We reckoned that even molecules of approximately equal hydrophobicity 
( C f values ) might possess different inherent aggregating tendencies 
because of their differing geometry or shape. This expectation has now been 
verified by comparing the CAgC ( critical aggregate concentration 1 values 
of various octanoic esters ( 16 ) ,  I t  appears that the more a molecule 
approaches a " sphere " in shape, the smaller will be its aggregating tend- 
ency, The multiple-bond and cis/trans effects have also been studied (161, 
and the order of increasing aggregating tendency for the p-nitrophenyl 
esters of the 18-carbon acids is: oleic ( elaidic ( stearic ( stearolic. 
This study also indicates that the chain-foldability effect can operate 
only with the assistance or participation ( HLI-driven of a neighboring 
mo ie t y. 

4, The intriguing chain-foldability effect, 

As mentioned, some unexpected behaviors of TG-n and EG-n suggest that 
there is an interesting and important effect, the " neighboring-moiety- 
assisted chain-foldability effect I, This concept is now convincingly 
supported by some surpr ising coaggregating behaviors of cholesteryl acyl- 
atee CE-n ( n = number of carbons of the acyl group ) ,  oleate CE-01 and 
linoleate CE- In, and of the 3-octanoyl, 3-dodecanoyl, 8-octadecanoyl and 
3-oleyl derivatives of cholic acid methyl eater, i. e. , BL-8, BL-12, BL-18 
and BL-01. Briefly speaking, this concept says, that by virtue of HLI, a 
methylene chain of more than 12 carbons can simultaneously fold on itself 
and interact with the other part ( or moiety 1 of the same molecule, conse- 
quently, the inherent coaggregating tendency of that molecule is reduced 
because of the intramolecular self-satisfaction of HLI and of the reduced 
" arm-stretch " of the methylene chain, This useful concept may provide 
insights for understanding same life processes at the molecular level (vide 
infra). 

6. Solvent effect and two types of salt effects. 

Solvent aggregating power ( SAgP 1 has been proposed to be yet another 
inherent solvent property which deserves our attention and study ( 1 1, and 
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the concept of s,Asp ir applied here only to the formation of A# r or CaA# r 
tram neutral Agr'r. By our definitisa for a particular Agr probe, e . g ,  p- 
nitrophenyl hexadroanonto (Cl6), in a particular aquiorgano rolvent ryrtrra, 
the M# of thin ryrtwa rhould be directly rolated to the dopee of aggre- 
gation of tlre Agr C16, If it hr been dem0nrtrat.d that mother kinetic 
probe, e.g., p-nitropkenyl octaneate ( c8 ), ir not m Agr, i,a, it ir 
manamtic in tho WPI rolront, then their hydrolytic rat0 caart.nt ratio 
k./kl, can ba t.lren ar an indicator of the degree of aggregation of C16. On 
tho basil of there mc~rurd t/t. ration, we havo ertablirhed that them 
is a linear dapenbnte of the &pee of aggregation on W (cpvalues for 
f ive aqriorgano solventr, i, e. diouae @XI -€LO, dimothylrulfoxide QIBO) - 
&Q 2-nmthoxyethanol-&Q n-PrCWI.0 md t-Btd3tEzI.Q each within a certain 
range of cp valwr (13, Iaterertingly, thir type of rtudy can help us to 
anrmr the following tm of quertion: If we want to ure acetone inrtead 
of Dlleo an tho cosolvent of an aquiorganomixture, how to roughly estimate 
the q, value of the acetaaa-&O ryrtm which har the ram SAg?' an the DllBo- 
Hpo ryrtem at o specified degree of aggregatioa ( e . & ,  with log( t/ta 
= 1.20 or 1.60 ) of a certain probe C16 ? 

A rystwartic rtudy of the hydrolytic bohavioro of tho aforo~id 
kinetic prober C& C1% ond C16 in four solvent ryrteuna, i. e. , €I& DldB0-U 
=-I#& and t-Bdltb%;bot in tho prereace of the flexible Boot NnCW ( nodipin 
carboxpwthylamylore ) ha8 again confirmed that aggregation and hort-guest 
interactioa are cmpeting procesmr (18). 

For aquiorgano binary mixtaren, the modimn with the highest SAgP in 
that one with cp = 0, i. e, , pure ZEO. However, the of an aqueour 
rolution can rlro bo raired or reduced by the addition of variow salts. 
Our very recent ryrtomatic rtudy shorn that there are two types of ralt 
effect& one for the formation of rimple Ag' I, and the other for the form- 
ation of - 6 (vide infrd ( 16 ) ,  

Is T h e r e  a M e a s u r a b l e  I n h e r e n t  P r o p e r t y  
Coxmnon to the C u l p r i t s  of A r t e r i o s c l e r o -  
e i m ,  C h o l e s t e r o l s  and T r  i g l y c e r  i d e m ?  

Even though the dreaded ailment orteriorclerorir ie caueed by a 
daontin'gly catnpliceted canbination of interacting foctorr and caurm~, a 
cheairt mry rtill ark the following rfmple quertion: ' Ir there a mararable 
inherent property c a m ~ o ~  to the culprits of arter iorclerosir, cholsrterols 
and triglycerider? ' Our hypothetical anewer in: ' Yer, perhaps. The cannon 
inherent property could be their cooggregating tmdenc~. In 0 t h  wordr, 
many aulprit moloculer may po8rerr relativoly high tendenciee toward co- 
aggregation with other moleculer carrying mthylew chains (6). rn We virna- 
liro that in our blood there exist trully canplicated dynamic equilibria 
among all kinds of molecular artmnblagea, vir. I fran rimple CoAg' r to 
chylamicronr, VWI, Il1L and MIL, etc. Fatty subrtancer, including the afore- 
raid culprit molecules, are getting in and out of these asecmblages all the 
time, But in every elementary rtep of entering and leavina one inherent 
property ir involved or is of relevance, i. e, the coaggregating tendency 
of that particular molecule. Therefore, we rhould develop the methodology 
and then marure the relative coaggregating tendencier of these culprit 
molecaler or well a8 other important subrtmces related to life, e.g.* 
phosophol ipids and erterr of mult i-unraturated r c l d r ,  Coaggrept ing tenden- 
cier of the triglycerides TO-n a8 well ae those of 8 t h  and Et-n have 
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already been brief ly dercr i k d  ( vide supra 1 ,  
We have already rucceodd in developing the nwthodolw for meurnring 

the coaggregating tendencier of the target moleculer ( including both the 
previourly mentioned culprit molaculer CE-n and non-culprit moleculer 
BL-n ), CE-0 ( cholerterol itrelf ), CE-a, CE-01, CE-ln, BL-0, Bt-n pnd 
BL-01, kinetically in terms of A M  valuer (6), m d  rpectrorcopically in 
termr of average aggregate numbarr ( &,, 1, fluorercence decay modor aad 
life timer of the CoA& r of a naphthalene fluorescence prabe with a target 
molecule ( 2 ) *  All data obtained in the cp - 0.40 ilX-It0 ryrtem ( for 
kinetic data, ale0 in w = 0.44 €&€LO ) at 86 C reveal or are eonriatent 
with the following orders of decrearing cooggregating tendencies: (1) CE-01, 
CE-In > CE-13 > a - 8  > CE-18 > CE-0; (2) BL-01 > RL-12 > BL-8 BL-18 > 

&-18 > a-18. Very recently, the dove-mentimed observatiaao bere been 
reconfirmed by a rpectrorcopic rtudy uring decyl pyrenyl ketone ar the 
f lttorercence prob CSb). 

the fact that in contrort to the convontimol risdaar 
on chain- length effect, the 18-carbon da-r ivatives actually pwresr a rmrller 
coaggrepting tendency tbop even itr much rhorter 8-cerban emtarpart, 
Le., CE-12 > CE-8 > CE-18 and BL-12 > BL-8 > BL-18, wherear inserting one 
or two rigid double-bmda right in the middle of the 18-carh chain rill 
make the correrponding der ivat iver (a-01, CE- In, BL-01) hehave 'normally". 
All these experimental obrervatiaas togethar nuiy rerve a8 I piece of can- 
vinciag evidence for the veracity of the previourly brcr ibed 'naigkboring- 
moiety-arsirted chain-foldability effect' (vide ruprd, Another intriguing 
obrervation, again in vivid contrart to conventional w i d a m  (a8 exatptified 
by order-8) which predictr that the coaggrepting tendency of the bile acid 
derivatives B G n  rhottld always be annller than that of the correrponding 
cholerterol derivative6 CE-n, is that of Orbt-4. It ruggertr an inter- 
action between the 18-carbon chain an& the 8-cerbon side-chin which the 
CE-n canpounds have but the EL-n derivativer do not porrers. 

In conclurion, all our data indicate that for a - 1 8  there are con- 
fotnaerr exceptionally low in energy which have tkair IS-carh c h i n  
folded in the middle while rimoltaneourlj couching camfortably by the 
cholesterol-plate and interacting with the 8-carboa side-chin. Evidently, 
neither CE-01 nor CE-ln can ploy thir trick becotlre of the rertricted rota- 
tion of the double-bond(s). The rignificance of our proporition my be 
exemplified by the f.cf that by now we can qulitatirely relate the camper- 
ition of the arterial plaque ( CE-18, 2 96; (3-01, $2.8 % Ce-In, 84.9 % )  
to the coaggregating tendencies of itr camponentr (19). Opr reraltr r h o  
seem to support the hypothetical view that cholerterol ( QZ-0 ) 
itrelf ir  guilty only by aesoeiation, 

BE@ (8) CE-0 > BL-0; CE-8 > BL-8; CE-12 > BL-1% CE-01 > BL-01; m d  (4) 

Mort rtriking ir 

ESAg, the Electrostatically Stabilized 
Aggr egsr t e 

Yearr ago, m were tempted to find an a n m r  to the following qrortian: 
" What is the rtructural niche or echelon next to aad &ova that ef the 
rimple Ag or CoAg which exirt in the concentration d a d n  of W7-10'* H' 
We propoaed that this rtrtrctural niche could be occmpied by the 
specier, made up of opporitelj charged long-chain molecular with perhpr 
8-16 cH3, groups ( 20 1, lort reckoned that without the help of elwtrort8tic 
attraction which might amount to 1.2 bal/ mol per ion pair in an aquar 
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solution (cf. Schneider, 21), similarly charged long-chain moleculer with 
less than 16 methylenes would not possess enoagh HLI to overpower the 
hydrophilicity of their charged end-groups to form measurable amounts of 
charged aggregates or cocrggregates. Thir could be the rearon why it had 
been difficult to findmany definitive evidencer for the preunicelles of 
t/t or -/- types of cationic or anionic micelles. On the other hmd, the 
JiWg concept implies that the EBAg specier will naturally grm into the 
+/- type of mixedmicelles made up of canparable amounts of cationic and 
anionic surfactant molecnler. In other word& in the concentration danmin 
of lom7 to lo-. Y Edg's are the precursors or premicelles of the tr- 
type of mixed micelles. 

Both kinetic and spectrorcopic methods can be used to prove or 
disprove the ESAg proposition. It predicts that the hydrolytic rate 
constants ( k )  of kinetic probes P will be reduced unlj by oppositely 
charged surfactants 8 after the concentration of the latter ( [Sl ) har 
increased beyond itr COCA@ value with P. It also predict6 that excimere 
will form or energy transfer will occur between two rimilarly charged 
fluorescence probe ( FP molecules only in the presence of oppositely 
charged surfactants 8 when the [Sl term ir larger than the COCA& value of 
8 with FP ( 22 ),  Kinetic probes P16', P16+ and PM", fluorescence probes 
carrying a-naphthyl ( C1&- 1 or 9-anthracenyl ( C1&- 1 groups, FP-, 
FP+, FP" and AFT-, together with cationic, anionic and neutral rurfactants 
Sn+, Sn- and Sn3 where n = number of clt' s = 12 or 16, as well as fluori- 
nated tetrapus molecule 4S-, were used in our investigation ( 22 1 ,  The 
solvent systems used were cp= 0,20 and cp= 0.60 oMso-H&, and cp= 0.20 RX- 
H l o  for kinetic studies at 36 C; and Hpo or cp = 0.10 and 0.40 RX-H,O for 
flnorercence measurements at 26 C. 

On the basis of hundreds of rate constants and spectra, kinetic and 
spectroscopic behaviors of about forty combinations or pairings of P with 
S, or Fp with 8, were systematically examined in different solvents e. g. 
in w = 0.6 DMBO-W P16' or P16+ with 816', 616+, 612' or 812+; P16" with 
812- or 812+; in CP = 0.2 DM30-H30, P16- or Pl6+ with 812-, S12+; in 
CP = 0.20 IX-W Pl6- or Pl6+ with 813', S W ,  816+ or 812"; in H A  FP', 
Fp+ or Alrp- with S W ,  616+ or 4S-; FP- with FP+; ( PP' t AFP- ) with 816+; 
in EU-Igo of rg= 0,10 to 0.90, FY with 816+; in cp - 0.40 DX-IW, FP" with 
816' or S W ,  

Fran all our data derived from the above-mentioned pairings of single- 
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chain probe and surfactant molecules, one pleasingly simple conclusion has 
emerged, nnmly, the P molecules will have their rate conrtantr reduced and 
the FP molecules will form e x c h r s  only in the preren'ce of oppo6ital.r 
charged surfactant molecules, a8 our EsAg concept has predicted, Further- 
more, we have found that energy tranrfer fram irp- to AFP' will occur only 
in the prerence of S16+, and that the tetrapur 48' molecule with anionic 
termini will form a very stable host-pest complex with FP+ but only a 
loose canplex with FT- (22, 28). In short, all our firrt-stage studier have 
vindicated the ESAg concept, This concept may prove itrelf useful not only 
in furthering our anderrtanding of the phenauena of coaggregation, but alro 
in inspiring new lines of research, e. g., on tho ' chain-length-nmtching 
effect ' and a different type of ealt effect ( 16 ).  Incidentally, the EBAg 
study has 8160 unexpectedly led to the discovery of a cationic surfactant, 
P16+, which possesroo both a cmc and a CAgC ( 22 ) ,  In other words, under 
same circumrtances, simple but charged aggregates may trully be the pre- 
micelles to micelles of ionic surfactants after all ( cf. 1). 

Effective N e u t r a l  D e a g g r e g a t o r e  
(deAgr' 8 )  

If there are many neutral aggregatorr ( Agr' s F, why are not there 
neutral deaggregatorr or deAgr' s ? If someday runeone could find an 
extremely effective yet nontoxic deAgr, then it might turn out to be useful 
in preventing or even curing arteriosclerosis, if it could be continuously 
introduced into the blood stream near the heart by a relatively simple 
device, e. g, , by storing it in a semipermeable capsule wrapped around a vein. 

We visualire that an effective deAgr might break up or reduce the eise 
of A$ s by the following mechanim ( 6b 1, (1) By virtue of its hydrophobi- 
city, it gets into an Ag and areociates itself with one ( or two ) Agr 
molecule(s), and (2) by virtue of its hydrophilicity, it will get out of 
the Ag again, but this time together with an associated Agr molecule. Con- 
sequently, the original Ag is partly or fully broken up. The 'best' deAgr, 
therefore, should poseers a golden balance between its hydrophobicity and 
hydr oph i 1 ic i ty. 

By c d i n i n g  a hydrophilic moiety ( e.g., a rupr residue ) with 
various alkyl chains, we have had sane4 success in the initial search for 
effective neutral deAgr' 8, Their deaggregating abilities are much greater 
than that of a typical cationic surfactant ( e.g., IYI'AB ) ( 6b ) .  
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